FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Array Networks Releases New Enhancements for ADC Series
Updates include simplified integration for Oracle Tuxedo, as well as support for Layer 2 bridging
Milpitas, CA – November 29, 2017 – Array Networks Inc., the network functions platform company,
today announced the immediate availability of its ArrayOS version update for the APV Series application
delivery controllers. This new version offers several new enhancements to help customers and partners
expand load balancing capabilities to new use cases.
The most notable update in this version is the added custom-tailored support for Oracle Tuxedo, a
middleware widely used in industries such as banking and telecom to support mission-critical
applications that use multiple programming languages in distributed computing environments. While
Array has previously offered Tuxedo support, this new update simplifies Tuxedo deployment and setup
right in the code, eliminating the need for complex and error-prone scripting.
By load balancing Tuxedo traffic, Array customers and partners will gain high availability, scalability and
better performance by evenly distributing loads across servers, monitoring server health, and seamlessly
routing around servers that have become overburdened or unresponsive.
In addition to Tuxedo support, Array also adds Layer 2 bridging to its APV series. This implementation of
IEEE 802.1D transparent bridging allows the APV appliance to be added to the network without
requiring any network segment changes.
“Array’s APV Series application delivery controllers already provide the availability, scalability,
performance and security essential to keeping applications and servers running efficiently,” said Paul
Andersen, VP of Sales and Marketing at Array Networks. “That said, with this latest update, we continue
to simplify our support for Oracle Tuxedo with tighter integration and paying close attention to user
experience and productivity.”
For more details on this most recent update, go to the Array blog post.
About Array Networks
Array Networks, the network functions platform company, develops purpose-built systems for deploying
virtual app delivery, networking and security functions with guaranteed performance. Headquartered in
Silicon Valley, Array is poised to capitalize on explosive growth in the areas of virtualization, cloud and
software-centric computing. Proven at over 5000 worldwide customer deployments, Array is recognized
by leading analysts, enterprises, service providers and partners for next-generation technology that
delivers agility at scale. To learn more, visit: www.arraynetworks.com.
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